Experimental Research in Atomic, Molecular and Optical Physics

amo.physics.sunysb.edu/AMO/
•Optical forces and laser cooling •Ultracold quantum matter •Quantum information technology
•Frequency combs and ultrafast chemical physics •Ultrafast control and spectroscopy

Allison group

Figueroa group

- In the Ultrafast Frequency Comb group we develop new light
sources and measurement techniques and apply them to
resolving molecular dynamics.
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- We investigate frequency
combs, high harmonic
generation, ultrafast
imaging of molecular
electronic structure and
ultrafast vibrational
dynamics of clusters.

- In the Quantum Information group we develop and expand the
toolbox of quantum technology.
- We are aiming to develop scalable quantum memory technologies
as well as designing and implementing novel quantum transistors
and gates.
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Weinacht Group

- In the Ultracold Atomic group we create, control, and manipulate
quantum-degenerate atomic gases.
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Metcalf group
- In the Laser Cooling group we study the interaction of Helium
atoms with polychromatic laser beams in order to create and
understand optical forces.
- We investigate adiabatic
rapid passage, bichromatic
optical forces, neutral
atom lithography and
stimulated rapid adiabatic
passage for metastable
helium atoms.
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Schneble group

- We are working to produce
“designer materials" with precisely
controllable quantum properties
that will allow for fundamental studies
at the boundary between atomic physics,
quantum optics, solid-state physics,
mathematical physics, and quantum
information science.
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- In the Quantum Control & Ultrafast Spectroscopy group we
control and measure molecular dynamics using shaped
ultrafast laser pulses.
- We are developing new tools for
control over electronic and nuclear
motion, and we are using nonlinear
spectroscopy to understand the
physics underlying the
photoprotection of DNA.

Laser Teaching Center
- The Laser Teaching Center is a permanent facilty within the
Department of Physics and Astronomy for hands-on instructional
programs in optical physics and technology.
- Our core educational program is
learning through the collaborative
development of simple, creative
projects and demonstrations
of everyday devices or phenomena
related to light and optics.

Allison Group
Ultrafast Molecular Dynamics
Frequency Comb Lasers
•
•
•
•

2005 Nobel Prize for revolutions in metrology.
Optical frequency waveform synthesizer.
Fiber lasers enable high power.
Pulses can be coherently added and stored in a
passive optical resonator.
Can convert to Mid-IR, XUV, Soft X-ray…

•

Ultrafast Vibrational Dynamics
•

How are vibrational motions coupled
in liquids: can we learn from
clusters? e.g. (H O)
2

Ultrafast Electron Dynamics
•

How does electronic excitation
efficiently drive a chemical reaction?
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F i gur e 8: T im e R esol ved P hot oelect r on Sp ect r oscopy of A cet one P hot oox i dat i on on T i O 2
(a) init ial excit at ion of t he surface using UV pump pulse; (b) XUV probe pulse at short delay t imes eject s
phot oelect rons and fragment ions as t he molecule undergoes fragment at ion; (c) XUV probe pulse at long delay
t imes eject s phot oelect rons from t he surface which now cont ains surface-bound product s of t he phot oreact ion.

processes are linear (one-phot on). Lower pump power avoids e↵ect s nonlinear in t he excit at ion
ﬂuence (e.g. mult iple oxidat ion or t hree-body recombinat ion of e− / h+ pairs) and small XUV pulse
energy avoids surface charging which degrades t he phot oelect ron energy resolut ion (see ﬁgure 2).
High pump/ probe UV pulse energies can also induce O-vacancy di↵usion and work funct ion shift s
on T iO2 surfaces [90, 91]. T he high XUV phot on ﬂux allows t he use of convent ional hemispherical
(elect rost at ic) phot oelect ron analyzers wit h mult ichannel det ect ors which are opt imized for surface
phot oemission. T he only ot her phot oemission t echnique wit h comparable repet it ion rat es and t ime
resolut ion is two-phot on phot oemission (2PPE) using UV light from ot her solid-st at e mode-locked
lasers, e.g., T i:Sapphire oscillat ors (80 MHz); however, t he molecularly-derived levels lie t oo far
below t he vacuum level (T iO2 work funct ion ⇡ 4.2-5.2 eV) t o be reached by UV light typically
generat ed by such laser syst ems (h⌫ 6 eV) [92].
A schemat ic diagram illust rat ing t he proposed t ime-resolved phot oelect ron spect roscopy (T RPES) measurement s is shown in ﬁgure 8. At t ime zero (ﬁgure 8a), t he UV pump pulse excit es
electron-hole pairs in t he T iO2 subst rat e which undergo a combinat ion of relaxat ion phenomena,
i.e., recombinat ion, t hermalizat ion and t rapping at surface sit es, which on T iO2 are expect ed t o
occur on a t ime scale of 200 fs-1ps [93, 94]. At very short t ime delays, t he XUV pulse will generat e
phot oelect rons from t he subst rat e, as well as t he init ial molecular adsorbat e, e.g., t he ⌘2-acet one
diolat e, prior t o elect ron t ransfer. As elect ron t ransfer event s occur at int ermediat e delay t imes
(Figure 4b), phot oemission from t he XUV pulse will capt ure t he excit ed int ermediat e undergoing
int ernal conversion and fragment at ion t o form a met hyl radical. T he met hyl radical can be ionized
close t o t he surface and det ect ed by phot oemission or by t he ion mass spect romet er. T he lifet ime of
t he cat ion t ransit ion st at e is unknown, but in t he gas-phase, t he UV phot odisociat ion of acet one t o
generat e met hyl radicals is relat ively slow ( ⇠100 ps), due t o inefficient coupling (int ersyst em crossing) between t he init ially prepared excit ed S1 singlet st at e and t he T 1 t riplet st at e which leads t o
dissociat ion [95–97]. T he fact t hat t he ﬁnal st at e dist ribut ions of t he met hyl product s result ing
from acet one phot ooxidat ion are markedly di↵erent from gas-phase phot odissociat ion, suggest s t hat
t he t ime-dependent dynamics will also be very di↵erent for t he surface phot oreact ion. Dissipat ive
energy loss t o t he surface degrees-of-freedom could also st rongly modify t he dynamics and short en
t he lifet ime of t he t ransit ion st at e. T he overall t ime-evolut ion of t he fragment at ion product s, e.g.,
met hyl radicals, is expect ed t o be a convolut ion of t he hole t rapping t ime and t he unimolecular
decay of t he excit ed int ermediat e. T his is expect ed t o be from one t o several hundred picoseconds.
At long delay t imes (Figure 8c), t he phot oact ive species will have been complet ely react ed away

Weinacht Group
Time Resolved Spectroscopy and Quantum Control

In our laboratory we control the quantum dynamics of
molecules using ultrashort laser pulses. We develop time
resolved measurements of molecular dynamics, and design
11 the dynamics that we
tailored light pulses in order to control
observe. Ultimately we are interested in making movies of
how electrons and nuclei move during fundamental
molecular processes.
ultrafast.physics.sunysb.edu/

Schneble Group
Ultracold Quantum Matter
We create, control, and manipulate quantumdegenerate atomic gases. We produce designer
materials - a billion times less dense and cooler than
conventional materials with precisely controllable
quantum properties. Our focus is on Bose-Einstein
condensates in optical lattices and on their many body
quantum behavior.

ultracold.physics.sunysb.edu

Figueroa Group
Quantum Information Technology Group
Quantum memory setup

We create and manipulate quantum information
using quantum states encoded in light and atomic
ensembles. We currently have three main
experiments dedicated to creating an elementary
quantum processor.

Quantum states resonant to Rb.

Quantum Networks with warm atoms.
Quantum Gates using cold atoms.

qit.physics.sunysb.edu

Metcalf Group
Optical Forces without spontaneous emission
Laser Cooling without Spontaneous Emission

Adiabatic Rapid Passage

It has long been assumed that laser cooling cannot
work without spontaneous emission. We have shown
that this is not true by cooling with the bichromatic
force produced by stimulated emission only.

Adiabatic: the frequency sweep time is much longer
than the Rabi oscillation time (left trajectory). We
have found that violating this still allows for rapid
inversion and momentum transfer ( right trajectory).

The paper had big impact.

It works with much lower intensity.

Rapid: the frequency sweep time is shorter than the
excited state lifetime. Coherent momentum exchange
between atoms and a frequency-chirped light field
produces enormous forces.
Repeated, short, pulsed sweeps inhibit spontaneous
decay: “Quantum Bang-Bang”.

www.stonybrook.edu/metcalf/
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